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2017 POOL LINER PATTERNS
QUALITY ABOVE GROUND POOL LINERS
For over 45 years, Pen Fab has been making
the highest quality liners for swimming pools.
Unlike commodity pool liners, we don’t play
games defining the thickness of our above
ground liner material. The weight of our pool
liners are proof that we make a heavy duty
above ground liner that is built to last.
We stand behind our liners with a 25 year
Limited Warranty.
If you are looking for an above ground liner
that looks better and will last longer, choose
a Pen Fab liner and experience the difference.

NEW

NEW

TILE

CRYSTAL POND

SAND BAR

COUNTRY STONE

GRAY STONE

FLOOR

CRYSTAL POND

ICE BLUE

BLUE DIFFUSION

BLUE DIFFUSION

STYLE

BEADED ONLY

BEADED ONLY

OVERLAP or BEADED

BEADED ONLY

THICKNESS(MIL)*

16/16 OR 20/16

16/16 OR 20/16

16/16

16/16 or 20/16

TILE

HAMPTON

COVINGTON TAN

PLAIN BLUE

FLOOR

WATER

WATER

PLAIN BLUE or WATER

STYLE

OVERLAP or BEADED

BEADED ONLY

OVERLAP or BEADED

16/16 or 20/16

16/16 or 20/16

16/16

THICKNESS(MIL)*

*True mil thickness throughout

Why Choose a Pen Fab Above Ground Pool Liner?
Not all above ground pool liners are the same and the price generally reflects the quality of the pool liner. But outside
of price, the best way to determine the quality of an above ground pool liner is to consider and compare the weight
of liners. Above ground liners made from thicker material weigh more.

Prove it to yourself:
«THEIR» POOL
LINER WEIGHT

«OUR» PEN FAB POOL
LINER WEIGHT

18 ft Round Pool Liner - 16 Mil

52 lbs

60 lbs

24 ft Round Pool Liner - 16 Mil

83 lbs

92 lbs

15 ft x 30 ft Oval Pool Liner - 16 Mil

77 lbs

87 lbs

ABOVE GROUND LINER SIZE

Heavier pool liners are thicker & last longer
It’s a fact that heavier above ground liners are simply thicker and will last longer.

• Better wear & tear:

When pool liners are thicker, they have better resistance to tears, rips, punctures and holes
caused by objects in soil, on clothing, windblown objects, lawn care debris and entry systems like ladders and steps.

• Lower Annual cost: When you consider the price tag of a new pool liner, consider the annual cost of the liner—or
when you will have to replace the liner again. Less expensive liners might only last a few seasons while a higher quality
liner will last 2-3 times longer. If you think of the annual cost of your pool liner, you might actually be paying double the
price because you will have to replace the liner twice as often. Buy a higher quality liner now & enjoy your pool longer!

Multi-Use Bead accommodates any pool type

Use as a standard
Beaded Liner

Use as a standard
J-Bead Liner

If bead receiver is too large, just
peel off vinyl wedge lock and insert
behind liner bead to secure bead

Above Ground Liner Bead Options

Quality
Making ers for
in
Pool L Years
5
Over 4
Mini
Bead

Inground
Bead

Esther Williams
Bead

Wilkes
Bead

Multi Use
Bead

Thicker material options: Both 16 mil and 20 mil wall options available
25 Year Limited Warranty: Our liners simply last longer
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